
TITLE: PORT POLICE OFFICER  CODE:  60631 

 

DEFINITION 

 

 This is responsible law enforcement work relating to the security and protection 

of maritime facilities at the Alabama State Docks.   

Employees in this classification monitor traffic gates, patrol terminals, check for 

hazards and threats to life and property, and check for theft and other related security 

breaches on Alabama State Port Authority properties.  Work is evaluated through direct 

observation from a Port Police Corporal or Port Police Sergeant.   

 

EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED (Any one position may not include all of the 

duties listed, nor do the examples cover all of the duties which may be performed.) 

 

Works at traffic gates, directs cargo deliveries, and maintains registers of 

activities. 

 Inspects outgoing traffic to prevent unauthorized removal of cargo from property. 

 Patrols buildings, grounds, docks, and warehouses and maintains detailed patrol 

activity sheets. 

 Reports all possible threats and hazards. 

 Assists in docking and sailing of vessels. 

 Warns violators of rule infractions such as smoking, loitering, or carrying 

forbidden articles; detains or expels violators from the property. 

 Performs radio-desk operator duties when required. 

 Gathers information on any incident, accident, or property damage and writes 

reports that are complete, accurate, and concise.   

 Performs speeding and parking enforcement. 

 Responds to all unusual activities or events that require a police presence such as 

labor disputes, environmental activist issues, civil unrest, or natural disasters. 

 Assists in gathering information that could be used in investigations of criminal 

activities and disorder occurring on Alabama State Ports Authority properties. 

 Assists State and Federal authorities as required. 

 Performs other duties as assigned. 

 

COMPENSABLE FACTORS (The following statements are provided in order to identify 

compensable factors.  Minimum qualifications utilized for selection purposes will be 

determined as part of an examination job analysis procedure.) 

 

 Graduation from a standard senior high school. 

 Experience involving contact with the public. 

 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENT 

 

 Applicants must meet the requirements of the Alabama Peace Officers’ Standards 
and Training Act. 

 Possession of, or ability to obtain a valid Alabama drivers license. 

 

APPROVED:  8/14/02 


